some obvious, some not. There are instances of cooperation and competition. New components emerge and some occasionally disappear. But the ecosystem as a whole retains a balance that allows for continued evolution, even though individual entities within each component may thrive or may die.
Is the scholarly communications system, of which publishing is a part but not the whole, flourishing, in stasis, or in jeopardy? The last generation has seen the introduction of one massive new component -digital technology -but many smaller ones as well. We have seen the rise of massively large publishers and big deals; changes in funding sourcesand supplies -that underwrite the costs of communication; changes in the ways scholarship is created; changes in the ways it is displayed; changes in the career paths and goals of the people who create it and the people who disseminate it. Scholars, publishers, administrators, librarians, universities and other research institutions, learned societies, students, distributors, typesetters, printers, and governments local and national have all struggled to seize the opportunities afforded by new technologies while avoiding the pitfalls they pose. We have seen the rise of the open access movement, which has caused ripples through the system. Ditto the changing overall goals and roles of universities, which affect money flows into and out of the system. Sometimes complex systems -and scholarly communications are nothing if not complex, even if driven by the simple prime directive to disseminate the results of scholarly inquiry to the largest possible audience -produce unanticipated results. So-called big deals have in some ways made discontinuing journal subscriptions more, not less, difficult for libraries and have affected library book budgets in ways that threaten scholarly book publishers, including university presses. The open access movement has simultaneously increased visibility for some scholarship while creating difficulties in covering the costs of disseminating that scholarship. We have created new ways to evaluate scholarship both before and after publication, but are we certain that we have improved the quality of peer review? We have raised new questions about how copyright should function in our ecosystem, but whom should it protect and at what cost?
The point is this: there are no shortages of questions to be raised and addressed when it comes to scholarly communications. Our goal is to make JSP a place where the perplexing complexity can be addressed on both a macro and micro level. From case studies to best-practices pieces to bird's-eye overviews, we hope to provide a place where we raise questions, answer a few, observe, and, most important, contribute to the health and success of the ecosystem.
As we join the scholarly communications community in exploring our ecosystem, we hope to take several approaches and invite all ideas that you, our readers, may have about individual articles or entire special issues. Perhaps we should embrace as well a kind of research notes section in which contributors offer something less than a fully developed article but still relay experiences that could help others. Maybe we'll sometimes have interviews that explicate particular projects and experiments shedding light on best practices in a part of our ecosystem. Or forums that express differing opinions on thorny questions or differing means of taking on a knotty problem. The point is that we are open to all suggestions and welcome non-standard contributions that further the goal of making us all better at getting scholarship out into the world.
Book reviews have always been a part of JSP, and we plan to continue that tradition, with some hope of even expanding it. If you have come across a book you want to review, let us know. We want to share it with the community.
Our first issue starts us on our mission with a most interesting set of articles and book reviews. In the opening article, Elizabeth E. Mustaine and Richard Tewksbury report the results of surveying 117 social-science journal editors about how they experience their jobs, how they conduct reviews, and how various factors influence their decisions for or against publication. Junior scholars will learn something valuable here about the inner workings of journals, but so too will journal editors learn about other editors' priorities and their sources of job satisfaction. Next, coauthors Karryl Kim Sagun and Brendan Luyt report on interviews they conducted with directors of three university presses in the Philippines. Following that, Sungwoo Kim and Michael Chesnut discuss the experiences of international academics publishing in Korean journals. Finally, author Trevor Lipscombe asks readers to consider the parallels between censorship by the church and peer review in scholarly publishing. Rounding out the issue are book reviews of robert brown has a PhD in English and has completed the Scholarly Publishing Program at Arizona State University. A published contributor to past issues of JSP, Robert has also lent his skills to the Journal of Neurosurgery and Science Editor, in addition to his freelance copyediting for Southern Illinois University Press.
